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ARCHEOLOGY & ANCIENT NEAR EAST

- __Chronicles of the Chaldaean Kings (626-556 B.C.) in the British Museum__. Trustees of the British Museum. 1961. Hardcover with dust jacket. 117pp. G/G. Slightly edge-worn boards, chipped and torn dust jacket, previous owner's name inside front cover. 96, xxi pages. $27 [674828]

- __Cuneiform Texts from Babylonian Tablets in the British Museum, Part I (Plates 1-50), Printed by Order of the Trustees__. British Museum, etc.. 1921. Hardcover, no dust jacket. 50pp. Good. Worn and scuffed cover, foxing, previous owner's name. Folio. $22 [674334]

- __Cuneiform Texts from Babylonian Tablets in the British Museum, Part XI (50 Plates)__. Reprinted by the Trustees of the British Museum. 1962. Hardcover, no dust jacket. 50pp. Very good; foxed end papers, previous owner's name. Folio $22 [674326]

- __Cuneiform Texts from Babylonian Tablets in the British Museum, Part XII (50 Plates)__. Reprinted by the Trustees of the British Museum. 1962. Hardcover, no dust jacket. 50pp. Very good; previous owner's name, lightly bumped corners. Folio. $22 [674341]


- __Cuneiform Texts from Babylonian Tablets in the British Museum, Part XXV (50 Plates)__. Trustees of the British Museum. 1967. Hardcover, no dust jacket. 50pp. Very good; previous owner's name, lightly bumped corners. Folio. $22 [674339]

- __Cuneiform Texts from Babylonian Tablets in the British Museum, Part XXVI (55 Plates)__. Trustees of the British Museum. 1968. Hardcover, no dust jacket. 54pp. Very good; previous owner's name, lightly bumped corners. Folio. 50, (4) pages. $22 [674342]


Coogan, Michael David. _West Semitic Personal Names in the Murasu Documents [Harvard Semitic Monographs, No. 7]_. Scholars. 1976. Hardcover, no dust jacket. 142pp. Stained to lower edge of boards. Otherwise, good. $27 [674900]


Laing, Lloyd R. __Coins and Archaeology__. Schocken Books. 1969. Hardcover with dust jacket. 336pp. VG/G. Dust jacket is edge chipped, torn and curled. $12 [674915]

Lambert, W.G. & Simon B. Parker. __Enuma Elis: The Babylonian Epic of Creation, in the Cuneiform Text__. Oxford. 1966. Paperback. 47pp. Torn wrappers, pages becoming loose, previous owner's name on front wrapper. Sound otherwise. Note: This is the Cuneiform text, and does not include a translation. $22 [674869]


Martínez, Florentino García and Julio Trebolle Barrera. __The People of the Dead Sea Scrolls: Their Writings, Beliefs and Practices__. Brill. 1995. Paperback. 269pp. Very good; previous owner's stamp. $12 [674087]


Piepkorn, Arthur Carl. _Historical Prism Inscriptions of Ashurbanipal I [The Oriental Institute of the University of Chicago, Assyriological Studies, no. 5]_. Chicago. 1933. Paperback. 109pp. Very good. Slightly sunned wrappers, previous owner's name. $37 [674198]


Reiner, Erica. __A Linguistic Analysis of Akkadian__. Mouton & Co.. 1965. Paperback. 155pp. Bumped corners, wrappers are detached but present (could be re-glued easily). Previous owner's name inside. Otherwise sound, and free of underlining, etc. $22 [674823]


Sollberger, Edmond. __Corpus des Inscriptions 'Royales' Presargoniques de Lagas__. Librairie E Droz, Geneve. 1956. Vinyl. 64pp. Slight foxing, previous owner's name, otherwise very good. $47 [674346]


Talmon, Shemaryahu; Jonathan Ben-Dov, and Uwe Glessmer. _Discoveries in the Judaean Desert, XXI: Qumran Cave 4, Calendrical Texts_. Oxford. 2001. Hardcover with dust jacket. 263, xiiipp. VG/VG. Previous owner's name inside front cover, bumped corners. $57 [674860]


Williams, Prescott H., Jr. and Theodore Hiebert, Eds.. __Relia Dei: Essays in Archaeology and Biblical Interpretation in Honor of Edward F. Campell, Jr. at His Retirement __. Scholars. 1999. Hardcover, no dust jacket. 270pp. Edge bumped boards, else good. $30 [674239]

ART


Vasari, Giorgio; Gaston de Vere trans.. __Lives of the Painters, Sculptors and Architects__. Everyman's Library. 1996. Hardcover with dust jacket. 2304pp. FINE/FINE. Both volumes as new; slipcase shows some light shelf wear. This is located at our store in Portland, Oregon; please anticipate extra delivery time. $57 [U46138]

Woodford, Susan. __An Introduction to Greek Art, 2nd Ed__. Bloomsbury. 2015. Paperback. 206pp. VG. $20 [U46311]

BIBLES


BIBLICAL INTERPRETATION


Bruce, F. F. . ___The Canon of Scripture___. IVP. 1988. Hardcover, no dust jacket. 349pp. Ex-library, otherwise very good. $8 [674169]


Grant, Robert & Glen W. Menzies intro., trans. & notes; Greek text edited by Glen W. Menzies. __Joseph's Bible Notes (Hypomnestikon) [SBL Texts and Translations 41, Early Christian Series 9]__. Scholars Press. 1996. Hardcover, no dust jacket. 372pp. Very good. Previous owner's name inside front cover. $18 [674266]


Kim, Chan-Hie.  __Form and Structure of the Familiar Greek Letter of Recommendation [SBL, Dissertation Series, No. 4]__.  SBL.  1972. Paperback.  244pp. Wrappers are edge chipped and torn to edges of spine. Very infrequent pencil markings.  $22  [674937]


Schokel, Luis Alonso; Francis Martin, Trans. by.  __The Inspired Word: Scripture in the Light of Language and Literature___.  Herder & Herder. 1972. Paperback. 418pp. Scant pencil underlining and markings throughout. Wrappers are worn and scuffed; badly creased to spine. $14  [674893]


CHURCH HISTORY


Athanasius, St.; C. S. Lewis, Intro. by. __St. Athanasius on the Incarnation: The Treatise De Incarnatione Verbi Dei__. St. Vladimir's Orthodox Theological Seminary. 1993. Paperback. 120pp. Infrequent yellow highlighter markings throughout. Wrappers are slightly edge worn and scuffed. $11 [674229]


Augustine, St.. __Immortality of the Soul; Magnitude of the Soul; On Music; The Advantage of Believing; On Faith in Things Unseen [Fathers of the Church]__. Fathers of the Church, Inc.. 1947. Hardcover, no dust jacket. 489pp. Slight foxing, otherwise very good. $27 [673932]

Augustine, St.. __Immortality of the Soul; Magnitude of the Soul; On Music; The Advantage of Believing; On Faith in Things Unseen [Fathers of the Church]__. Fathers of the Church, Inc.. 1947. Hardcover, no dust jacket. 489pp. Ex-library, light foxing; otherwise very good. $27 [673946]


Augustine, St.; Ludwig Schopp; Denis J. Kavanagh; Robert P. Russell; Thomas F. Filligan.  __Saint Augustine: The Happy Life; Answer to Skeptics; Divine Providence and the Problem of Evil; Soliloquies [Fathers of the Church]__.  CIMA Publishing.  1948. Hardcover, no dust jacket. 450pp. Slight foxing, otherwise very good. $22  [673944]


Augustine, St.; Vernon J. Bourke trans..  __Saint Augustine: Confessions [Fathers of the Church, A New Translation]__.  Fathers of the Church, Inc. 1953. Hardcover, no dust jacket. 481pp. Ex-library, light foxing, slightly shaken. $8 [673940]


Benrath, Gustav Adolf Hsg.. __Klassiker des Protestantismus (Band 1-8, 8 vols. total)__. Carl Schunemann Verlag Breman, Sammlung Dieterich. 1967. Hardcover with dust jacket. pp. VG/VG. Complete set of 8 volumes, in slipcase. German text. $47 [674085]

Bonner, Gerald. __St. Augustine of Hippo: Life and Controversies [The Library of History and Doctrine]__. Westminster. 1963. Hardcover with dust jacket. 428pp. VG/G. Dust jacket is edge chipped, torn and scuffed. $8 [674935]


Cyprian, St.; Maurice Bevenot, Trans. and Annotated by. __St. Cyprian: The Lapsed; The Unity of the Catholic Church [Ancient Christian Writers, No. 25]__. Newman / Longmans, Green & Co. 1957. Hardcover, no dust jacket. 133pp. Ex-library. Front board is stained. Edge chipped, curled and scuffed boards with fading to spine. $10 [674770]


Hagglund, Bengt. __The Background of Luther's Doctrine of Justification in Late Medieval Theology [Facet Books]__. Fortress. 1971. Booklet. 40pp. Booklet is laminated, with previous owner stamps. Very good otherwise. $10 [673988]


Hilary of Poitiers; St.; Stephen McKenna trans. __The Trinity [Fathers of the Church: A New Translation]__. Fathers of the Church, Inc. 1954. Hardcover, no dust jacket. 555pp. Slight foxing, otherwise very good. $20 [673937]


Jayne, Sears. __John Colet and Marsilio Ficino__. Oxford. 1963. Hardcover, no dust jacket. 172pp. Rubbed cover, previous owner's name on ffep. Otherwise very good. $20 [674362]


Kirchner, Hubert. __Luther and the Peasants' War [Facet Books]__. Fortress. 1972. Booklet. 40pp. Booklet is laminated, with previous owner stamps. Very good otherwise. $8 [673989]


Luther, Martin; Gottfried G. Krodel, Ed. and Trans. by.  __Luther's Works, Vol. 48: Letters I__.  Fortress. 1963. Hardcover, no dust jacket. 426pp. Boards are edge worn, scuffed and bumped. $15  [673895]


Luther, Martin; Hilton C. Oswald, Eds..  __Luther's Works, Vol. 28: Commentaries on 1 Corinthians 7; 1 Corinthians 15; Lectures on 1 Timothy__.  Concordia Publishing. 1973. Hardcover, no dust jacket. 404pp. Slightly worn boards. Previous owner library sticker to FFEP. $15  [673888]

Luther, Martin; Jaroslav Pelikan and Walter A. Hansen, Eds. __Luther's Works, Vol. 26: Lectures on Galatians 1535, Chapters 1-4__. Concordia Publishing House. 1963. Hardcover, no dust jacket. 492pp. Boards are gently worn and scuffed. Slight staining to lower edge of boards, appears to be paint. $15 [673894]

Luther, Martin; Jaroslav Pelikan and Walter A. Hansen, Eds. __Luther's Works, Vol. 27: Lectures on Galatians 1535, Chapters 5-6; Chapters on Galatians 1519, Chapters 1-6__. Concordia Publishing House. 1964. Hardcover, no dust jacket. 441pp. Slightly edge worn boards, with curling to corners. $15 [673893]


Luther, Martin; Theodore G. Tappert, Ed. and Trans. by. __Luther's Works, Vol. 54: Table Talk__. Fortress. 1983. Hardcover, no dust jacket. 486pp. Slightly edge worn boards, with corner bumping. $15 [673891]


O'Grady, Desmond. __Beyond the Empire: Rome and the Church from Constantine to Charlemagne__. Crossroad. 2001. Hardcover with dust jacket. 213pp. VG/VG. Previous owner's stamp on front glued end paper. $15 [674143]


Old, Hughes Oliphant. __The Medieval Church [The Reading and Preaching of the Scriptures in the Worship of the Christian Church, Vol. 3]__. Eerdmans. 1999. Paperback. 646pp. Ex-library. Wrappers are edge worn and scuffed, with some curling to corners. $22 [674547]


Peter Chrysologus, St. & St. Valerian; George E. Ganss trans.. _Saint Peter Chrysologus, Selected Sermons, and Saint Valerian, Homilies [Fathers of the Church: A New Translation]_. Fathers of the Church, Inc.. 1953. Hardcover, no dust jacket. 454pp. Slight foxing, very good otherwise. $27 [673935]


Pullapilly, Cyriac K.. _Caesar Baronius: Counter-Reformation Historian_. University of Notre Dame. 1975. Hardcover, no dust jacket. 222pp. Boards are gently worn, with corners bumped and creased. $15 [674803]


Shaw, Teresa M.. __The Burden of the Flesh: Fasting and Sexuality in Early Christianity__. Fortress. 1998. Paperback. 298pp. Previous owners' names, laminated wrappers, otherwise very good. $15 [674138]


Stevenson, J. ed.. __A New Eusebius: Documents Illustrative of the History of the Church to A.D. 337__. Macmillan. 1957. Hardcover, no dust jacket. 427pp. Slight foxing, previous owner's name. Otherwise very good. $8 [674054]

Sutherland, N. M. __The Huguenot Struggle for Recognition__. Yale Univ. Pr.. 1980. Hardcover with dust jacket. 394pp. G/G. Ex-lib, clean and sharp otherwise. $10 [U46343]


Wendel, Francois; Philip Mairet, Trans. by. __Calvin: The Origins and Development of His Religious Thought__. Harper & Row. 1963. Hardcover with dust jacket. 383pp. VG/G. Dust jacket is edge chipped, torn and scuffed. $9 [674232]


CLASSICS


Earl, Donald. __The Moral and Political Tradition of Rome__. Cornell University Press. 1967. Hardcover with dust jacket. 167pp. VG/G. Chipped dust jacket, previous owner's name stamp on front glued end paper. $15 [674145]

Farnell, Lewis Richard. __The Cults of the Greek States (5 vols.)__. Caratzas Brothers. Hardcover, no dust jacket. pp. Slightly musty and light foxing, bumped and worn board board corners and spine edges, stamps on free end papers, slightly cocked spines. Otherwise sound, free of underlining etc. Complete set of five volumes. $127 [674171]


Kennedy, George A., Trans., Intro. and Notes by. __Progymnasmata: Greek Textbooks of Prose Composition and Rhetoric [SBL, Writings From the Greco-Roman World, No. 10]__. SBL. 2003. Paperback. 231pp. Wrappers are worn and scuffed. Previous owner name to half-title. $14 [674405]
Kern, Paul Bentley. __Ancient Siege Warfare__. Souvenir Press. 1999. Hardcover with dust jacket. 419pp. VG/VG. Previous owner's stamp on front glued end paper. $15 [674256]

Levine, Lee I. __Judaism and Hellenism in Antiquity: Conflict or Confluence?__. Hendrickson. 1999. Paperback. 227pp. Infrequent pencil markings. Wrappers are edge worn, curled and scuffed. $8 [674913]


Raaflaub, Kurt A. and Mark Toher eds.. __Between Republic and Empire: Interpretations of Augustus and His Principate__. California. 1990. Paperback. 495pp. Very good. $9 [673871]


COMMENTARIES- NEW TESTAMENT

Aquinas, St. Thomas. __Commentary on Saint Paul's Epistle to the Ephesians [Aquinas Scripture Series, Vol. 2]__. Magi Books. 1966. Hardcover with dust jacket. 313pp. G/G. Dust jacket is worn and scuffed; covered with mylar. Boards are edge worn and scuffed. $11 [674680]


Barth, Markus. __AB: Ephesians, 2 Vols__. Doubleday & Co.. 1982. Hardcover with dust jacket. pp. 2 volumes. Dust jackets are edge chipped and spine faded; covered with mylar. Boards are edge worn and scuffed. $15 [674688]


Bray, Gerald. _Romans [Ancient Christian Commentary on Scripture]_. IVP. 1998. Hardcover with dust jacket. 404pp. VG/VG. Bookplate inside front cover. $16 [674369]


Coffman, James Burton. _Commentary on Romans_. Firm Foundation Publishing House. 1977. Hardcover, no dust jacket. 541pp. Slight foxing, light wear to cover, previous owner's ink notation, partially blacked-out, on front glued end paper. Otherwise a solid, unmarked copy. $11 [673821]


Eadie, John. __A Commentary on the Greek Text of the Epistle of Paul to the Galatians__. T&T Clark. 1869. Hardcover, no dust jacket. 480pp. Worn cover, ex-library, slightly shaken, yellowed pages. $8 [674149]


Fisher, Fred. __Commentary on 1 & 2 Corinthians___. Word. 1975. Hardcover with dust jacket. 453pp. VG/VG. Previous owner's stamp inside front cover. $8 [674123]

Gnilka, Joachim. __Das Evangelium Nach Markus (Mk 1-8,26) [Evangelisch-Katholischer Kommentar zum Neuen Testament II/1]___. Benziger/Neukirchener. 1978. Paperback. 316pp. Very good. Previous owner's stamp on half title. $15 [674284]


Hagner, Donald A.. __WBC: Matthew 1-13___. Word Books. 1993. Hardcover with dust jacket. 407pp. VG/G. Slightly worn and scuffed dust jacket; covered with mylar. $8 [674619]


Hauerwas, Stanley. __Matthew [Brazos Theological Commentary on the Bible]___. Brazos Press. 2006. Hardcover with dust jacket. 267pp. Infrequent tidy red ink underlining. Dust jacket is worn and scuffed; covered with mylar. $18 [674662]


<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ISBN</th>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Author/Editor</th>
<th>Publisher</th>
<th>Format</th>
<th>Condition</th>
<th>Pages</th>
<th>Price</th>
<th>Notes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2006</td>
<td>Hermeneia: Romans</td>
<td>Jewett, Robert</td>
<td>Fortress</td>
<td>Hardcover with dust jacket</td>
<td>VG/VG</td>
<td>1140pp</td>
<td>$47</td>
<td>Previous owner's stamp inside front cover.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1994</td>
<td>New Interpreter's Bible, vol. XII: Hebrews, James, 1 &amp; 2 Peter, 1, 2 &amp; 3 John, Jude, Revelation</td>
<td>Keck, Leander E. ed.</td>
<td>Abingdon</td>
<td>Hardcover with dust jacket</td>
<td>VG/VG</td>
<td>748pp</td>
<td>$12</td>
<td>Previous owner's stamp on ffep.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1994</td>
<td>New Interpreter's Bible: Index</td>
<td>Keck, Leander E. ed.</td>
<td>Abingdon</td>
<td>Hardcover with dust jacket</td>
<td>VG/VG</td>
<td>520pp</td>
<td>$15</td>
<td>Index volume only. Previous owner's label inside front cover.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>


Lincoln, Andrew T. __WBC: Ephesians__. Word Books. 1990. Hardcover with dust jacket. 494pp. G/G. Dust jacket and boards are edge worn and scuffed; jacket covered with mylar. $8 [674677]


Lloyd-Jones, D. M. __Romans: An Exposition of Chapter 6 - The New Man__. Banner of Truth Trust. 2003. Hardcover, no dust jacket. 313pp. Ex-library. Aside from library markings, this is a pristine copy appearing unread. $10 [674548]


Luther, Martin. __A Commentary on St. Paul's Epistle to the Galatians__. Fleming H. Revell. Hardcover, no dust jacket. 567pp. Ex-library. Boards are edge worn, scuffed and curled. Foxed. $8 [674580]


COMMENTARIES- OLD TESTAMENT


Barton, John. __OTL: Joel and Obadiah__. WJKP. 2001. Hardcover with dust jacket. 168pp. VG/G. Dust jacket is gently worn and scuffed; covered with mylar. $10 [674691]

Block, Daniel I.. __NICOT: Ezekiel, Chapters 25-48__. Eerdmans. 1998. Hardcover with dust jacket. 826pp. VG/G. Dust jacket is edge worn, bumped and scuffed. $32 [674398]


Declaisse-Walford, Nancy, Rolf A. Jacobson and Beth Laneel Tanner. __NICOT: Psalms__. Eerdmans. 2014. Hardcover, no dust jacket. 1051pp. Ex-library. Aside from library markings, this is a pristine copy appearing unread. $27 [674724]


Holladay, William L. __Hermeneia: Jeremiah 1__. Fortress. 1986. Hardcover with dust jacket. 682pp. VG/G. Sunned and slightly chipped dust jacket, bookplate inside front cover. $26 [674494]


Honeycutt, Roy L. __Amos and His Message: An Expository Commentary__. Broadman. 1963. Hardcover with dust jacket. 182pp. G/G. Mylar covered dust jacket is edge chipped, worn and scuffed. Slightly edge worn boards. $11 [674692]

Jeremias, Jorg. __OTL: Book of Amos__. WJKP. 1998. Hardcover with dust jacket. 177pp. VG/G. Slightly worn and scuffed dust jacket; covered with mylar. $22 [674697]


Kraus, Hans-Joachim. __Theology of the Psalms__. Augsburg Publishing. 1986. Hardcover with dust jacket. 235pp. G/VG. Slight markings in the text, previous owner's name on ffep. $8 [674831]

Limburg, James. __OTL: Jonah__. W/JKP. 1993. Hardcover with dust jacket. 123pp. VG/G. Dust jacket is slightly worn and scuffed; covered with mylar. $14 [674702]


Milgrom, Jacob. __Numbers [JPS Torah Commentary]__. Jewish Publication Society. 1989. Hardcover, no dust jacket. 520pp. Bookplate inside front board, slight damage to lower lower spine. Otherwise a good copy, free of underlining etc. $45 [674498]


Sasson, Jack M. __AB: Jonah__. Doubleday. 1990. Hardcover with dust jacket. 368pp. VG/G. Dust jacket is edge chipped, worn and scuffed; covered with mylar. $27 [674703]
Smith, Billy K. and Frank S. Page. __Amos; Obadiah; Jonah [New American Commentary, Vol. 19B]__. Broadman & Holman. 1995. Hardcover with dust jacket. 304pp. VG/G. Dust jacket is worn and scuffed; covered with mylar. $8 [674681]


Tigay, Jeffrey H.. __Deuteronomy [JPS Torah Commentary]__. Jewish Publication Society. 1996. Hardcover, no dust jacket. 548pp. Bookplate, slightly concave spine, damage to upper front board cover. Otherwise a good, unmarked copy. $37 [674495]


Wolff, Hans Walter; Margaret Kohl, Trans. by. __Obadiah and Jonah: A Commentary__. Augsburg. 1986. Hardcover with dust jacket. 191pp. VG/G. Slightly worn and scuffed dust jacket; covered with mylar. $8 [674700]


CONCISE COMMENTARIES

Brown, Raymond E., Joseph A. Fitzmyer and Roland E. Murphy, Eds. __The Jerome Biblical Commentary__. Prentice-Hall, Inc. 1968. Hardcover with dust jacket. 889pp. Laminated cover, previous owner's name, otherwise very good. $8 [674381]

DEVOTIONAL

__BREVARIUM ROMANUM: TOMUS ALTER (II): Ex Decreto Sacrosancti Concilii Tridentini restitutum summorum pontificum cura recognitum cum nova Psalterii versione Pii Papae XII (Editio Prima Iuxta Typicam)__ Turonibus: Sumptibus et Typis Mame. 1961. Bonded leather. 8, 784, 415, 31pp. Very Good. Black bonded leather, gilt edges, two ribbons, gilt spine lettering, cross stamp to front cover. Some light creasing to front cover, very clean and sharp otherwise. $50 [U46236]


Alexander, John F. __Being Church: Reflections on How to Live as the People of God__. Cascade Books. 2012. Paperback. 266pp. Moderate to heavy ink underlining and annotations, curled wrapper edges and page corners. $11 [674505]


Catherine of Genoa; Serge Hughes trans. __Purgation and Purgatory; The Spiritual Dialogue [Classics of Western Spirituality series]__. Paulist Press. 1979. Hardcover, no dust jacket. 163pp. Previous owner's stamps, otherwise very good. $11 [673834]

Chambers, Oswald; David McCasland. __Complete Works of Oswald Chambers, with Notes by David McCasland__. Discovery House Publishers. 2000. Hardcover, no dust jacket. 1492pp. Ex-library, last few leaves slightly damp-warped. Otherwise a very good, unmarked reading copy. Includes CD. $27 [674521]

Clayton, H.J. __Cassock and Gown [Alcuin Club Tracts no. XVIII]__. Oxford. 1929. Hardcover, no dust jacket. 16pp. Cover is very worn, slightly shaken; sound otherwise. Previous owner's name on front glued end paper, and blind-stamp on ffep. $12 [674612]


Dix, Dom Gregory. __The Shape of the Liturgy__. Continuum. 1975. Hardcover with dust jacket. 764pp. G/G. Front board bumped, clean and sharp otherwise; DJ dampstained and edgeworn. $16 [U46243]


Lindemann, Herbert ed. __The Daily Office: Matins and Vespers, based on traditional liturgical patterns, with scripture readings, hymns, canticles, litanies, collects, and the psalter, designed for private devotion or group worship__. St. Louis: Concordia. 1965. Vinyl. 703pp. Good. A bit worn, clean and sound otherwise. Dedication page inscribed. $75 [U46276]

[Luther, Martin]; Bengt Hoffman, Trans., Intro. and Commentary; Bengt Hagglund, Preface by. __The Theologia Germanica of Martin Luther [Classics of Western Spirituality]__. Paulist. 1980. Hardcover, no dust jacket. 205pp. Ex-library. Slightly worn boards. $8 [674452]


GREEK


Rohde, Erwin. __Der Griechische Roman und Seine Vorlauger__. Wissenschaftliche Buchgesellschaft. 1960. Hardcover, no dust jacket. 636pp. Boards are slightly edge worn and faded to spine. $11 [674950]


Ziegler, Joseph ed.. __Septuaginta, Vetus Testamentum Graecum, XII/1: Sapientia Salomonis__. Vandenhoeck & Ruprecht. 1962. Hardcover, no dust jacket. 168pp. Previous owner's name, light penciling, otherwise very good. Greek text, with notes in German. $27 [674066]

HISTORY


Bakar, Osman. __The History and Philosophy of Islamic Science__. Islamic Texts Society. 1999. Hardcover, no dust jacket. 266pp. Ex-library. Originally bound as paperback, includes original wrappers. Otherwise, very good. $8 [674473]


Iggers, Georg G.. _The German Conception of History: The National Tradition of Historical Thought From Herder to the Present_. Wesleyan University. 1969. Hardcover with dust jacket. 363pp. Dust jacket is edge chipped, torn and scuffed; discolored and faded to edges and spine of jacket. Edge worn boards, with curling and scuffing. $11 [674795]


Parry, J. H. _The Spanish Theory of Empire in the Sixteenth Century_. Cambridge. 1940. Hardcover with dust jacket. 75pp. Dust jacket is edge chipped, scuffed, discolored and worn. Edge worn and faded boards. $22 [674225]


HISTORY OF MISSIONS


INKLINGS & FRIENDS


JUDAICA

Barclay, John M.G.. __Jews in the Mediterranean Diaspora, from Alexander to Trajan (323 BCE-117 CE)__. T&T Clark. 1996. Hardcover with dust jacket. 522pp. VG/VG $30 [674068]


Benamozegh, Elijah; Maxwell Luria trans. __Israel and Humanity [Classics of Western Spirituality series]__. Paulist Press. 1995. Hardcover, no dust jacket. 436pp. Ex-library, otherwise very good. $22 [673835]


Cantor, Geoffrey and Marc Swetlitz, Eds.. __Jewish Tradition and the Challenge of Darwinism__. University of Chicago. 2006. Hardcover, no dust jacket. 260pp. Ex-library. Originally bound as paperback, includes original wrappers. Otherwise, very good. $8 [67477]


Schreckenberg, Heinz. __The Jews in Christian Art: An Illustrated History__. Continuum. 1996. Hardcover with dust jacket. 400pp. VG/VG. Slightly bumped spine edges and corners. Bookplate on front glued end paper. $18 [674042]

Tanenbaum, Marc H. and R.J. Zwi Werblowsky eds.. __The Jerusalem Colloquium on Religion, Peoplehood, Nation and Land: Jerusalem, October 30- November 8, 1970 [Truman Research Institute Publication no. 7].__ H.S. Truman Research Institute of the Hebrew University, American Jewish Committee, Israel Interfaith Committee. 1972. Paperback. 269pp. Creased spine, wrappers torn at lower spine, bumped spine edges, previous owner's name inside. Cracked spine, a few loose pages. Free of underlining and other markings. $8 [673841]

LITERARY CRITICISM


de Rougemont, Denis. __Passion and Society__. Faber & Faber. 1956. Hardcover with dust jacket. 336pp. G/VG. Scant pen markings, clean and sound otherwise. $16 [U46313]


MINISTRY & CHRISTIAN LIVING

Tennent, T. Alex.  __The Messianic Feast: Moving Beyond the Ritual__.  Mill City Press.  2014. Paperback.  579pp.  Signed by author. Ex-library. Wrappers are edge worn and scuffed.  $22 [674571]


**MISCELLANY**


Spencer, Theodore.  __Shakespeare and the Nature of Man__.  Macmillan.  1942. Hardcover with dust jacket.  233pp. Water-stain on lower spine and front board, stained, corner-clipped and chipped dust jacket, light foxing. Otherwise a sound copy, free of underlining and markings.  $77 [673907]
NEW TESTAMENT


Beasley-Murray, G. R.. __Jesus and the Kingdom of God__. Eerdmans / Paternoster. 1986. Hardcover with dust jacket. 446pp. Tidy red ink underlining. Laminated boards are gently worn and scuffed. Dust jacket slightly worn; covered with mylar. $8 [674665]


Betz, Hans Dieter; L. L. Welborn, Trans. by. __Essays on the Sermon on the Mount__. Fortress. 1984. Hardcover with dust jacket. 170pp. G/G. Slightly edge worn boards and dust jacket; jacket covered with mylar. $8 [674728]


Charlesworth, James H., Mark Harding and Mark Kiley, Eds. __The Lord's Prayer and Other Prayer Texts From the Greco-Roman Era__. Trinity Press Int'l. 1994. Hardcover with dust jacket. 292pp. Tidy red ink underlining. Dust jacket and boards are edge worn and scuffed. Jacket covered with mylar. $20 [674661]

Chilton, Bruce and Jacob Neusner eds. __The Brother of Jesus: James the Just and His Mission__. WJK. 2001. Paperback. 210pp. Highlighting, otherwise sound. $8 [673982]


Cullmann, Oscar; A. J. B. Higgins, Ed. __The Early Church__. SCM Press. 1956. Hardcover, no dust jacket. 217pp. Ex-library. Front hinge is cracked and worn. Boards are edge worn, bumped and scuffed. $11 [674756]


Eisenman, Robert. __James the Brother of Jesus: The Key to Unlocking the Secrets of Early Christianity and the Dead Sea Scrolls__. Viking. 1996. Hardcover with dust jacket. 1074pp. VG/G. Dust jacket is slightly edge worn and curled. $8 [674922]


Flusser, David; with R. Steven Notley. _Jesus_. Magnes Press. 2001. Hardcover, no dust jacket. 324pp. Moderate amount of red ink underlining, previous owner's label inside front cover. Good otherwise. $10 [674159]

Fonck, Leopold; E. Leahy, Trans. by. _The Parables of Christ: Originally Published in 1918 as The Parables of the Gospel_. Frederick Pustet Co.. 1914. Hardcover, no dust jacket. 829pp. Edge worn boards. $22 [674790]


Gorman, Michael J.. _Reading Paul [Cascade Companions]_. Cascade Books. 1/1/2008. Paperback. 206pp. Infrequent yellow highlighter markings. Wrappers are edge worn and scuffed. $10 [674231]


Hengel, Martin. __Jews, Greeks and Barbarians: Aspects of the Hellenization of Judaism in the Pre-Christian Period__. Fortress. 1980. Hardcover with dust jacket. 174pp. VG/G. Dust jacket is edge chipped and faded to spine. Previous owner bookplate to front paste-down end page. $9 [674939]


Holladay, Carl R.. __Theios Aner in Hellenistic-Judaism: A Critique of the Use of This Category in New Testament Christology [SBL, Dissertation Series, No. 40]__. Scholars. 1977. Paperback. 284pp. Wrappers are worn and scuffed, with creasing and chipping to spine of wrappers. $8 [674431]
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</tr>
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<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Horrell, David G.</td>
<td>The Social Ethos of the Corinthian Correspondence: Interests and Ideology for 1 Corinthians to 1 Clement</td>
<td>T. &amp; T. Clark</td>
<td>1996</td>
<td>Hardcover</td>
<td>395</td>
<td>Very good; previous owner's stamp</td>
<td>$27</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Horsley, Richard A.</td>
<td>Galilee: History, Politics, People</td>
<td>Trinity Press Int'l.</td>
<td>1995</td>
<td>Hardcover with dust jacket</td>
<td>357</td>
<td>VG/G. Slightly worn and scuffed dust jacket. Otherwise, very good.</td>
<td>$16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hoskins, Paul M.</td>
<td>Jesus as the Fulfillment of the Temple in the Gospel of John</td>
<td>Wipf and Stock</td>
<td>2007</td>
<td>Paperback</td>
<td>300</td>
<td>Very good</td>
<td>$22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hultgren, Arland J.</td>
<td>The Parables of Jesus: A Commentary [The Bible In Its World]</td>
<td>Eerdmans.</td>
<td>2000</td>
<td>Hardcover with dust jacket</td>
<td>522</td>
<td>G/G. Dust jacket is faded to spine and covered with mylar. Boards are edge worn and scuffed.</td>
<td>$8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hurtado, Larry W.</td>
<td>Lord Jesus Christ: Devotion to Jesus in Earliest Christianity</td>
<td>Eerdmans.</td>
<td>2005</td>
<td>Paperback</td>
<td>746</td>
<td>VG. Clean, sharp copy</td>
<td>$27</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Keith, Chris.</td>
<td>Jesus' Literacy: Scribal Culture and the Teacher from Galilee</td>
<td>Bloomsbury.</td>
<td>2013</td>
<td>Paperback</td>
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<tr>
<td>Kilpatrick, G. D.</td>
<td>The Origins of the Gospel According to St. Matthew</td>
<td>Oxford - Clarendon.</td>
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<td>Hardcover, no dust jacket</td>
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<td>Front end page is stained. Boards are edge worn, scuffed and rubbed.</td>
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Lloyd-Jones, D. Martyn. __Studies in the Sermon on the Mount (One-Volume Edition)__. Eerdmans. 1981. Hardcover with dust jacket. 337pp. Dust jacket is edge chipped, worn and scuffed; covered with mylar. Boards are edge worn and scuffed, with some curling. $11 [674715]


Manson, T. W.. __The Sayings of Jesus As Recorded in the Gospels According to ST. Matthew and St. Luke__. SCM Press. 1954. Hardcover with dust jacket. 347pp. G/G. Dust jacket is edge chipped, yellowed and covered with mylar. Boards are slightly edge worn and scuffed. $8 [674649]


Morgan, G. Campbell. __Crises of the Christ__. Fleming H. Revell. (1936). Hardcover, no dust jacket. 477pp. VG. Clean, sharp copy; owner's name to FFEP. $11 [U46319]

Morgan, G. Campbell. __God's Methods with Man: In Time: Past, Present, and Future__. New York: Fleming H. Revell. 1898. Hardcover, no dust jacket. 188pp. VG. Owner's name to FFEP, light rubbing to extremities, very clean and sharp otherwise. Nice, bright foldout map of the ages. $22 [U46321]

Morgan, G.C. __The Triumphs of Faith__. Revell. 1944. Hardcover with dust jacket. 192pp. VG/G. Clean, sharp copy; DJ edgeworn. $8 [U46334]


Pesch, Rudolf, Rudolf Schnackenburg mit Odilo Kaiser.  __Jesus und der Menschensohn Fur Anton Vogtle__.  Herder.  1975.  Hardcover with dust jacket.  488pp.  VG/G. Dust jacket is edge chipped, worn and scuffed.  $15  [674926]


Quast, Kevin.  __Reading the Corinthian Correspondence: An Introduction__.  Paulist Press.  1994.  Paperback.  225pp.  Very good; laminated wrappers, previous owner's stamp.  $15  [674117]


Robinson, James M. and Helmut Koester.  __Trajectories Through Early Christianity__.  Fortress.  1971. Hardcover with dust jacket.  297pp. Extensive red underlining, previous owner names.  $9  [674132]

Robinson, John A.T..  __The Priority of John__.  SCM.  1985. Hardcover with dust jacket.  443pp.  VG/VG. Previous owners' names on front end papers.  $15  [674010]


Schweitzer, Albert.  __The Kingdom of God and Primitive Christianity__.  Seabury.  1968.  Hardcover with dust jacket.  193pp.  G/VG.  Moderate to heavy red underlining, previous owner's stamp.  $11  [674141]


Stegemann, Ekkerhard W. and Wolfgang Stegemann. __The Jesus Movement: A Social History of Its First Century__. Fortress. 1999. Hardcover with dust jacket. 532pp. VG/VG. Very good; previous owner's name stamp inside front cover, dust jacket enclosed in mylar. $10 [674260]


Stendahl, Krister. __The School of St. Matthew and Its Use of the Old Testament__. Fortress. 1968. Hardcover, no dust jacket. 249pp. Slightly worn laminated boards. Previous owner library sticker to front paste-down end page. $8  [674933]


Witherington, Ben III. _A Week in the Life of Corinth_. IVP. 2012. Paperback. 158pp. Very good; previous owner's name. $8 [673869]
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<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Wrede, William</td>
<td>Paul</td>
<td>Wipf and Stock</td>
<td>2001</td>
<td>Paperback</td>
<td>As New</td>
<td>$12</td>
</tr>
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<td>Wright, N.T.</td>
<td>The Resurrection of the Son of God</td>
<td>Fortress</td>
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<td>Paperback</td>
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</tr>
<tr>
<td>Young, Brad H.</td>
<td>Meet the Rabbis: Rabbinic Thought and the Teachings of Jesus</td>
<td>Baker</td>
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<td>Laminated wrappers are worn and scuffed. Ink underlining and markings throughout.</td>
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Balentine, Samuel E.. __Have You Considered My Servant Job? Understanding the Biblical Archetype of Patience__. University of South Carolina. 2015. Hardcover with dust jacket. 287pp. VG/G. Signed by author. Dust jacket is slightly worn and scuffed; else very good. $37 [674797]


Boree, Wilhelm. __Die Alten Ortsnamen Palastinas__. Eduard Pfeiffer Verlag. 1930. Paperback. 125pp. Sunned wrappers, foxing, previous owner's name. Sound and unmarked otherwise. $8 [674315]


Childs, Brevard S..  __Introduction to the Old Testament as Scripture__.  Fortress.  1979. Hardcover, no dust jacket. 688pp. Ex-library. Boards are edge worn and curled.  $9  [674720]


Flower, Harriet I..  __Roman Republics__.  Princeton.  2010. Hardcover with dust jacket. 204pp. Extensive ink underlining, previous owner's name.  $27  [673828]


Halpern, Baruch. __The Emergence of Israel in Canaan [SBL, Monograph Series, No. 29]__. Scholars. 1983. Paperback. 334pp. Wrappers are edge worn, curled and scuffed. $27 [674911]


Harris, J.G.. __The Qumran Commentary on Habakkuk__. A.R. Mowbray. 1966. Paperback. 64pp. Very good; previous owner's stamp. $14 [674072]

Henninger, Joseph. __Les Fetes de Printemps Chez les Semites et la Paque Israelite [Etudes Bibliques]__. Librairie Lecoffre, J. Gabalda edt Cie.. 1975. Paperback. 241pp. Creased spine and wrappers, previous owner's name. Otherwise very good. In French. $0 [674014]


Noth, Martin. __The Deuteronomistic History (Second Edition) [JSOT, Supplement Series 15]__. Sheffield. 1991. Paperback. 156pp. Wrappers are slightly edge worn and scuffed. Infrequent highlighter markings. $27 [674908]


Rosenbaum, Stanley N. __Amos of Israel: A New Interpretation__. Peeters / Mercer. 1989. Hardcover, no dust jacket. 129pp. Slightly worn boards with previous owner library stamp to front paste-down end page. $8 [674695]


PHILOSOPHY

___Texts to Illustrate a Course of Elementary Lectures on the History of Greek Philosophy From Thales to Aristotle (Greek Text)_. Macmillan & Co.. 1930. Hardcover, no dust jacket. 111pp. Ink underlining and markings throughout. Boards are edge faded, worn and scuffed. $8 [674810]
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Bakar, Osman; Seyyed Hossein Nasr, Foreword by. _Classification of Knowledge in Islam: A Study in Islamic Philosophies of Science_. Islamic Texts Society. 1998. Hardcover, no dust jacket. 312pp. Ex-library. Originally bound as paperback, includes original wrappers. Else very good. $8 [674479]

Black, Max, Ed. _Philosophical Analysis: A Collection of Essays_. Cornell University. 1950. Hardcover, no dust jacket. 429pp. Boards are edge worn, chipped and scuffed. Faded to edges of boards, with bumping and curling to corners and edges. $8 [674442]


Cornford, F. M.; W. K. C. Guthrie, Ed. and Intro. by. __The Unwritten Philosophy and Other Essays__. Cambridge. 1950. Hardcover, no dust jacket. 139pp. Ink underlining and markings throughout. Boards are edge worn, faded to spine. $15 [674812]

Cushing, James T.. __Philosophical Concepts in Physics: The Historical Relation Between Philosophy and Scientific Theories__. Cambridge. 2003. Hardcover, no dust jacket. 424pp. Ex-library. Originally bound as paperback, includes original wrappers. Aside from library markings, this is a pristine copy appearing unread. $8 [674664]


Hegel, G. W. F.; H. S. Harris and T. M. Knox, Eds. and Trans. by. __System of Ethical Life (1802/3) and First Philosophy of Spirit (Part III of the System of Speculative Philosophy 1803/4)__. SUNY Press . 1979. Hardcover, no dust jacket. 288pp. Boards are edge worn and bumped to spine. $47 [674794]


Holland, Henry Scott. _The Philosophy of Faith and the Fourth Gospel_. John Murray. 1920. Hardcover, no dust jacket. 240pp. Foxing, one page has a large piece torn from margin (no text lost), previous owners' stamps and a former owner's signature inked-out. Laminated boards. $8 [674096]


Kearns, John T.. _Reconceiving Experience: A Solution to a Problem Inherited From Descartes[SUNY Series in Logic and Language]_. SUNY Press. 1996. Paperback. 474pp. Wrappers are slightly edge worn and scuffed. Else good. $8 [674884]


Taminiaux, Jacques. __La Nostalgie de la Grece a l'Aube de l'Idealisme Allemand. Kant et les Grecs dans l'itineraire de Schiller, de Holderlin et de Hegel__. Martinus Nijhoff. 1967. Hardcover with dust jacket. 274pp. VG/G. Dust jacket foxed and torn. Inscribed and signed by the author, with handwritten postcard from the author laid in. \$67 [674608]

Urbinati, Nadia and Alex Zakaras eds.. __J. S. Mill's Political Thought: A Bicentennial Reassessment__. Cambridge. 2007. Paperback. 392pp. VG. \$22 [U46234]


PREACHING


McLoughlin, William G. __Billy Sunday Was His Real Name__. Chicago. 1955. Hardcover with dust jacket. 325pp. VG/G. Previous owner's name, chipped dust jacket. $16 [673906]


REFERENCE


McKim, Donald K., Ed.. __Dictionary of Major Biblical Interpreters__. IVP. 2007. Hardcover with dust jacket. 1106pp. VG/G. Slightly edge worn dust jacket, with some curling. $22 [674942]


SOCIOTOLOGY
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Barth, Karl. __Against the Stream: Shorter Post-War Writings 1946-52__. SCM. 1954. Hardcover, no dust jacket. 252pp. Ex-library, sunned cover, light foxing. $15 [674218]


Barth, Karl. __Evangelical Theology: An Introduction__. Holt / Rinehart / Winston. 1963. Hardcover with dust jacket. 206pp. VG/VG. Previous owners' names inside front cover. $8 [674193]


Barth, Karl. __The Word of God and the Word of Man__. Peter Smith. 1978. Hardcover, no dust jacket. 327pp. Very good. Previous owner's name inside. $8 [674202]

Barth, Karl. __Theology and Church: Shorter Writings, 1920-1928__. Harper. 1962. Hardcover, no dust jacket. 358pp. Good. Laminated cover, handwritten spine markings, previous owner's stamps. Otherwise a sound copy, free of underlining and other text markings. $9 [674105]


Behr, John. __The Nicene Faith, Part 1, True God of True God [The Formation of Christian
259pp. Very good. Laminated wrappers, previous owner's stamp. $15 [674271]

Benko, Stephen. __The Virgin Goddess: Studies in the Pagan and Christian Roots of
name stamp inside front cover. Ink underlining throughout the first chapter. $67 [674537]

with dust jacket. 377pp. G/VG. Some highlighting and pen markings, clean and sharp
otherwise. $8 [U46329]

Hardcover, no dust jacket. 414pp. Ex-library. Cocked spine. Boards are edge worn, curled and
scuffed. $8 [674542]

Bethge, Eberhard. __Dietrich Bonhoeffer: Theologe; Christ; Zeitgenosse__. Chr. Kaiser.
1967. Hardcover with dust jacket. 1128pp. VG/G. Signed by author. Dust jacket is edge
chipped, torn and scuffed. $8 [674949]

Bonhoeffer, Dietrich; Geffrey B. Kelly, Ed. __Life Together; Prayerbook of the Bible [Dietrich
discolored and worn. FFEP has been torn out and is missing. $8 [674629]

Bonhoeffer, Dietrich; Geffrey B. Kelly, Ed. __Life Together; Prayerbook of the Bible [Dietrich
Bonhoeffer Works, Vol. 5]__. Fortress. 1996. Hardcover, no dust jacket. 215pp. Ink and
highlighter underlining and markings throughout. Ex-library. Slightly worn boards. $9
[674644]

Bonhoeffer, Dietrich; Martin Kuske and Isle Todt, Trans. and Ed. by; Geffrey B. Kelly and John
Paperback. 367pp. Ex-library. Pencil underlining and markings throughout. Wrappers are
discolored and worn. $8 [674914]

Braiterman, Zachary. __(God) After Auschwitz: Tradition and Change in Post-Holocaust Jewish
jacket. $15 [674903]

Brenneman, James E. __Canons in Conflict: Negotiating Texts in True and False Prophecy__. Oxford
Univ. Pr. 1997. Hardcover with dust jacket. 228pp. VG/G. $16 [U46208]


Burkle, Howard R..  __The Non-Existence of God: Antitheism From Hegel to Dumery__.  Herder & Herder.  1969.  Hardcover with dust jacket.  220pp.  G/G. Dust jacket is edge chipped, scuffed and yellowed; covered with mylar. Edge worn boards.  $8  [673925]


Candler, Peter M. Jr..  __Theology, Rhetoric, Manuduction, of Reading Scripture together on the Path to God [Radical Traditions series]__.  SCM.  2006.  Paperback.  190pp.  Very good. Laminated wrappers, previous owner's stamp inside.  $9  [674206]


Chafer, Lewis Sperry. __Grace__. Van Kampen Press. 1922. Hardcover, no dust jacket. 373pp. Bookplate, slightly yellowed pages, otherwise very good. $11 [674289]
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Henry, Matthew; John Brown, Essay by.  __The Communicant's Companion; Or, Instructions for the Right Receiving of the Lord's Supper__.  College Press. 1969. Hardcover, no dust jacket. 298pp. Foxed to gutters. Boards are gently edge worn, rubbed and scuffed. $8 [674895]

Heppe, Heinrich; foreword by Karl Barth.  __Reformed Dogmatics, Set Out and Illustrated from the Sources__.  Baker. 1984. Paperback. 721pp. Creased spine, foxing, previous owner's name. Otherwise a good copy, free of underlining. $22 [674287]

Heppe, Heinrich; Karl Barth, Foreword by; Ernst Bizer, Revised and Ed. by; G. T. Thomson, Trans. by.  __Reformed Dogmatics: Set Out and Illustrated From the Sources__.  Baker Book House. 1984. Paperback. 721pp. Ex-library. Heavy ink underlining and markings throughout. Wrappers are edge worn, creased and scuffed. $12 [674621]


John of St. Thomas; Dominic Hughes trans. __The Gifts of the Holy Ghost__. Sheed & Ward. 1951. Hardcover, no dust jacket. 293pp. Foxing, previous owner's stamp inside front cover, spine edges bumped. Otherwise very good. $27 [674257]


Kent, Frederick. __Karl Barth and His Teaching__. Independent Press. 1937. Paperback. 64pp. Foxed to fore-edges. Ink underlining throughout. Laminated wrappers are worn, scuffed and text is blurry. $11 [673923]
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